Dual-probe near-field fiber head with gap servo control for data storage applications
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Abstract: We present a novel fiber-based near-field optical head consisting of a straw-shaped writing probe and a flat gap sensing probe. The straw-shaped probe with a C-aperture on the end face exhibits enhanced transmission by a factor of 3 orders of magnitude over a conventional fiber probe due to a hybrid effect that excites both propagation modes and surface plasmon waves. In the gap sensing probe, the spacing between the probe and the disk surface functions as an external cavity. The high sensitivity of the output power to the change in the gap width is used as a feedback control signal. We characterize and design the straw-shaped writing probe and the flat gap sensing probe. The dual-probe system is installed on a conventional biaxial actuator to demonstrate the capability of flying over a disk surface with nanometer position precision.
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1. Introduction

Achieving spatial resolution beyond the diffraction limit is of critical importance in many fields, such as data storage, optical measurement, and lithography. Near-field optics opens an avenue to break through the diffraction limit [1-4]. However, low power transmission accompanies a decrease in spot size and nano-scale gap servo control is also necessary to maintain objective lenses or light sources in close proximity to target surfaces. Solid immersion lens (SIL) was demonstrated to be able to reduce spot size by a factor of the refractive index of the SIL material in data storage [5-7]. An external optical system had to be used to deliver and deal with optical signals [8, 9]. The configuration was also bulky and difficult to integrate with other systems. Another approach was to employ a fiber probe in near-field optics applications. J. Opt. A: Pure Appl. Opt., 4, S283–S294 (2002).
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reflected light and the field inside the laser cavity makes the output power dependent on the gap width. The output power modulated by the gap width is detected by the photodiode and sent to the controller as a feedback signal. The dual-probe fiber head is installed on a conventional bi-axial actuator driven by the controller to maintain the gap with nanometer position precision.

![Fig. 1. Configuration of a dual-probe near-field fiber-based light delivery system](image)

In this paper, we calculate the transmission of a C-shaped nano-aperture with oblique incidence to characterize and design the straw-shaped fiber probe. In addition, a self-mixing interferometric signal as a function of the gap width is modeled and measured for controller design. Consequently, a straw-shaped fiber probe with a 45-degree angle and a gap sensing probe are fabricated and installed on a conventional bi-axial actuator. The experimental results demonstrate the performance of the system on a moving disk surface.

2. System characterization and design

2.1 Straw-shaped writing probe

A C-shaped nano-aperture which functions as a ridge waveguide supports propagation modes and thus sufficiently increases the transmission through the aperture [18-22]. To further enhance the transmission through a C-aperture in a near-field light source system, we demonstrated a nano-aperture surrounded by a periodic corrugation can induce a hybrid effect consisting of propagation modes and surface plasmon excitation [23, 24]. Because the surface plasmon is able to be excited with oblique incidence [25, 26], we propose that a C-aperture with oblique incident illumination can also induce the hybrid effect. The optical model is schematically plotted in Fig. 2(a). A transverse-magnetic (TM) plane wave illuminates the aperture in a 200-nm silver film with a complex refractive index of \( n = 0.135 + 3.988i \) from a dielectric substrate with \( n = 1.475 \) at a free-space incident wavelength \( \lambda = 633 \) nm. The dimensions of the C-aperture are shown in Fig. 2(b). The power throughput (PT) is defined as the ratio of the transmitted optical power out of an aperture to the incident power over the aperture area to represent the photon capturing capability. An aperture with the PT greater than 1 implies some photons obstructed behind the film can be captured by the aperture and go through the aperture. Therefore, to investigate the interaction between the aperture and the incident light, the PT of the C-shaped nano-aperture with oblique incidence is calculated as an optimized parameter by employing the Finite-Difference Time Domain method (FDTD).
Fig. 2. (a). Schematic illustration of the optical model and (b) the dimensions of the C-aperture

Fig. 3. (a). The power throughput (PT) at a distance of 50 nm from the aperture and reflection coefficient $r_p$ as a function of the incident angle and (b) Calculated $E_z$ field profile in $XZ$ plane when the incident angle was 44 degree. The dashed line shows the contour of the metal film and the C-aperture.

The power throughput as a function of the incident angle is shown in Fig. 3(a). The calculated power throughput exhibits a peak of 3.5 at a 44-degree incidence which coincides with the position of a dip in the reflection coefficient where attenuated total reflection (ATR) occurs. In contrast to the power throughput of 1.4 with normal incidence, the maximum power throughput yields an enhancement as high as 2.5. According to surface plasmon theory, the coincidence indicates that the excitation of surface plasmon in the dielectric-metal interface contributes to the power throughput enhancement with oblique incidence. The calculated $E_z$ field profile in $XZ$ plane at 44-degree incidence, as shown in Fig. 3(b), further reveals the surface plasmon excitation in the dielectric-metal interface induced by the incident electric field component perpendicular to the surface. The wavelength of the surface plasmon wave along $x$ direction can be obtained by [27]

$$\lambda_{sp} = \frac{2\pi}{k_x}$$  

(1)

The wave vector component along $x$ direction $k_x$ is
\[ k_x = k_0 \left( \frac{\varepsilon_m \cdot \varepsilon_d}{\varepsilon_m + \varepsilon_d} \right)^{1/2} \] (2)

where \( \varepsilon_m \) is the dielectric constant of the metal film, \( \varepsilon_d \) is that of the dielectric material, and \( k_0 \) is the wave vector of incident light. The calculated wavelength at the dielectric-metal interface \( \lambda_{sp,d-m} \) is 0.39 \( \mu \)m and at the air-metal interface \( \lambda_{sp,a-m} \) is 0.61 \( \mu \)m, which agree with the FDTD simulation results. Therefore, according to our simulation, a 45-degree straw-shaped fiber probe is proposed. The oblique incident illumination on a C-shaped aperture induces the excitation of the surface plasmon wave in the dielectric-metal interface and further enhances the transmission through the aperture. Compared to the calculated power throughput of a square aperture of \( 10^{-3} \) employing FDTD, the straw-shaped fiber probe provides an enhancement by a factor of \( 3 \times 10^3 \).

### 2.2 Gap Sensing Probe

By means of the self-mixing interferometric effect, laser diodes can function as position sensors [28]. However, to further improve integration capability and dynamic response characteristics, a length of fiber is attached to the laser diode sensor as a gap sensing probe. To characterize the feedback signal from the gap sensing probe, we consider a laser diode of length \( L_D \) connected to a single-mode fiber (SMF) of length \( L_F \) and a target surface being gap \( d \) in front of the fiber end, as shown in Fig. 4(a). Because the displacement of the target surface and the spacing are assumed to be a few wavelengths, i.e. \( \Delta d \ll L_D \) and \( d \ll L_D \), the change in the cavity modes caused by the presence and movement of the target surface is ignored [29]. To characterize the modulation in output power as a function of the gap between the target surface and the fiber end, an equivalent laser diode with effective reflectivity \( r_e \) in terms of reflection coefficients and complex coupling coefficient \( C_n \) is employed [30, 31]. The coupling coefficient \( C_n \) represents the ratio of reflected light coupling into the laser diode at the \( n \)th reflection and is a complex function of the external cavity length representing both phase shift and amplitude reduction. The equivalent gap sensing system is shown in Fig. 4(b).

The effective reflectivity is written as

\[
r_e = r_{D_2} - \frac{(1 - R_{D_2})}{r_{D_2}} \sum_{n=1}^{\infty} \left[ C_{n_1} (-r_{D_2} \cdot r_{F_1} \cdot e^{i\Phi_{F_1}})^n + C_{n_2} (-r_{D_2} \cdot r_{F_2} \cdot (1 - R_{F_1})^2 \cdot e^{i\Phi_{F_1}})^n \right. \]
\[+ C_{n_3} (-r_{D_2} \cdot r_1 \cdot (1 - R_{F_1})^2 \cdot (1 - R_{F_2})^2 \cdot e^{i\Phi_{F_1}})^n \right], \tag{3}
\]

where \( r_{D_1}, r_{D_2}, r_{F_1}, r_{F_2}, \) and \( r_1 \) denote the amplitude reflection coefficients of the laser facets, fiber facets, and the external reflector, \( R_{D_2}, R_{F_1}, \) and \( R_{F_2} \) denote the power reflectivity of the laser diode facet and fiber facets, and \( \Phi_{F_1}, \Phi_{F_2}, \) and \( \Phi_{F_1} \) denote the phase shift resulted from...
the optical path difference between the laser cavity and the reflecting surfaces F1, F2, and t, respectively.

\[ R_i = |r_i|^2, \]  \hspace{1cm} \text{where } i = D1, D2, F1, \text{ and } F2.  

(4)

The phase shift \( \phi \) resulted from the spacing

\[ \phi = \frac{4\pi \cdot d}{\lambda}. \]  

(5)

If we assume the reflectivity of the fiber facets is much less than 1, either \((1 - R_{F1})\) or \((1 - R_{F2})\) can be approximated by 1. The effective reflectivity can be obtained as follows

\[ r_e = r_{D2} - \frac{(1 - R_{D2})}{r_{D2}} \sum_{n=1}^{\infty} \left[ C_{n1} \left(-r_{D2} \cdot r_{F1} \cdot e^{i\phi_1}\right)^n + C_{n2} \left(-r_{D2} \cdot r_{F2} \cdot e^{i\phi_2}\right)^n \right] \]  

+ \( C_{n3} \left(-r_{D2} \cdot r_t \cdot e^{i\phi_t}\right)^n \].  

(6)

Because the reflectivity coefficient term decreases more rapidly than the coupling coefficient as the reflection increases, the reflectivity coefficient term from the target surface dominates the amplitude. The coupling coefficient is regarded as a function of the spacing \( d \) and independent on the reflection. Then the effective reflectivity can be derived as below:

\[ r_e = r_{D2} - \frac{(1 - R_{D2})C_{n1}}{r_{D2}} \sum_{n=1}^{\infty} \left(-r_{D2} \cdot r_{F1} \cdot e^{i\phi_1}\right)^n - \frac{(1 - R_{D2})C_{n2}}{r_{D2}} \sum_{n=1}^{\infty} \left(-r_{D2} \cdot r_{F2} \cdot e^{i\phi_2}\right)^n \]  

- \( \frac{(1 - R_{D2})C_{n3}}{r_{D2}} \sum_{n=1}^{\infty} \left(-r_{D2} \cdot r_t \cdot e^{i\phi_t}\right)^n \).  

(7)

If we assume the reflectivity of the target surface is much higher than that of the fiber facets, i.e. \( r_t >> r_{F1} = r_{F2} \), the second and third term of Eq. (7) can be ignored. Then a simplified formula can be obtained

\[ r_e = r_{D2} - \frac{(1 - R_{D2})C_{n1} \cdot r_{F1} \cdot e^{i\phi_1}}{1 + r_{D2} \cdot r_{F1} \cdot e^{i\phi_1}} - \frac{(1 - R_{D2})C_{n2} \cdot r_{F2} \cdot e^{i\phi_2}}{1 + r_{D2} \cdot r_{F2} \cdot e^{i\phi_2}} + \frac{(1 - R_{D2})C_{n3} \cdot r_t \cdot e^{i\phi_t}}{1 + r_{D2} \cdot r_t \cdot e^{i\phi_t}}. \]  

(8)

If we assume a constant current applied to the laser diode, the output power can be represented in terms of the applied current \( I \) and the threshold current \( I_{th} \), which is a function of the effective reflectivity

\[ P_e \propto (I - I_{th}) \propto \left[ P_C - \ln\left(\frac{1}{\sqrt{R_{D1} \cdot R_e}}\right)\right]. \]  

(9)

where \( P_C \) is a constant. In the case of \( r_{D1} = 0.99, r_{D2} = 0.9, r_t = 0.8, \) and \( \lambda = 0.635 \mu m \), we calculate the power output as a function of the spacing between the laser and the target surface according to the equations derived above, as shown in Fig. 5. Because the absolute value of
output signals is highly dependent on gain of the control system, we normalize both measured and calculated signals to unity by being divided by the maximum value and convert them to a function of relative position in terms of wavelength. The comparison shows that the proposed model agrees well with the measurement. The result also clearly exhibits an asymmetry in the output power. This phenomenon results from a phase shift that the reflected field experiences as it is coupled into the laser cavity. The phase shift is dependent on the optical path difference as a result of change in the gap width. Therefore, the coupling coefficient is a complex function of the gap width consisting of an amplitude reduction term and a phase shift term. The degree of asymmetry rises with an increase of the reflectivity of the target surface. In contrast, in the absence of the phase shift, the peak of the signal will locate at the relative position of 0.25λ, i.e. the output power is a symmetric curve. Consequently, the asymmetry in the signal also identifies the moving direction of the target surface. Moreover, the slope of the signal, the sensitivity of the signal to the position variation and also the minimum displacement resolution that the sensing probe can achieve, is obtained by finding the derivative of the signal function. This characteristic implies that the deeper the slope of the signal is, the finer the displacement resolution is. Calculated position accuracy can theoretically be as low as 2 nm, which is competitive with other control methods.

![Comparison of a measured feedback signal and a calculated self-mixing interferometric signal](image)

The near-field gap control system consists of a laser diode, a fiber sensing probe, an actuator, drive circuits, and a controller. The emitted light from the laser diode is coupled into the fiber and delivered to the fiber end which functions as a position sensor. The variation in the gap width between the fiber end and the target surface alters the monitoring output power detected by the photodiode inside the laser diode. The modulation on output power is converted into a voltage signal and sent to the controller. A proportional integral (PI) controller is designed to actuate the real-time movement of the pickup and a lead compensator is integrated into the controller to improve phase and gain margins. A pickup driver and a signal amplifier are also designed accordingly to drive the actuator and suppress noise. The configuration of the system is shown in Fig. 6.
3. Experiment and Results

3.1 Straw-shaped Writing Probe

According to the design, a 45-degree straw-shaped fiber probe was fabricated by a diamond sawing process, as shown in Fig. 7(a). A 200-nm silver film was deposited on the end face of the fiber probe by using a sputtering process and perforated with a C-aperture, of which the dimensions are shown in Fig. 7(b), by focused ion beam milling (FIB). Limited by the resolution of FIB, the outer dimension of the fabricated C-aperture is 300 nm (H) × 200 nm (W) while the line width is 100 nm. A 633-nm laser beam was coupled into the fiber probe and then the near-field intensity distribution of the fiber probe in the plane parallel to the end face was measured by a near-field scanning optical microscope (NSOM). Because the spatial resolution is worse than 50 nm, the measured spot size at a distance of 50 nm from the aperture is over 400 nm, which is larger than the simulated one. Moreover, since the measurement was carried out under the same set-up, the relative optical intensity emitted from the waveguide was represented by the signal amplitude. Compared to the signal amplitude of 0.02 V in the case of a circular aperture with a diameter of 100 nm, the straw-shaped fiber probe with the amplitude of 2 V yields the peak intensity enhancement by a factor of $10^2$ higher than conventional probes. 

![Fig. 7. (a). Optical microscopic photo of a 45-degree straw-shaped fiber probe, (b) SEM photo of the C-aperture on the end face of the fiber probe, and (c) near-field intensity distribution measured by NSOM](image-url)
3.2 Gap Sensing Probe

To model the gap servo control system, the open-loop frequency response of components, including the biaxial actuator and the drive circuits, was measured and characterized by transfer functions. The controller was designed and fabricated consequently according to the system requirements. The open-loop frequency response of the entire system was then measured and compared with the design target which was numerically derived from control theory and the transfer functions. From the measurement results, we found that with the increase of frequency, the displacement of the actuator driven by the control system was attenuated. When the driving frequency was over $2 \times 10^3 \text{Hz}$, the displacement became smaller than the resolution of the laser interferometer. Consequently, the measurement error increased and resulted in a black spot in the curve. Although the measurement precision degraded in high-frequency region, the results plotted in Fig. 8 still exhibit agreement between the measurement and simulation. Compactness of the fiber sensing probe made it possible to install the fiber probe on a conventional biaxial actuator without degrading the dynamic response. The phase and gain margin of this system was as high as $52^\circ$ and -24 dB, respectively. The system was tested by moving the gap sensing probe toward the target surface within a distance of couples of wavelength under an actuated surface with displacement of 5 $\mu$m. If the amplitude gain from the photo-diode to the signal amplifier is $G$ V/V, the sensitivity of the laser sensor is $S$ V/nm, and the amplitude of the error signal is $A$ V, the residual position error can be obtained by $A/(S \times G)$. According to this simply calculation, the experimental result shown in Fig. 9 clearly exhibits that the residual position error is maintained within $\pm1.5$ nm in the case of $A=6$ mV/nm and $S=32$ V/V, which is close to the designed target of $\pm1$ nm.

![Fig. 8. Frequency response of the control system](image-url)
4. Conclusions

We demonstrated a near-field fiber head system comprised of a straw-shaped writing probe which provided high power throughput employing the hybrid effect and a gap sensing probe which functioned as a position sensor and modulated the output power of the laser diode using self-mixing interferometric effect. We designed and demonstrated the straw-shaped writing probe and the gap sensing probe on a conventional biaxial actuator. The advantages of high transmission, compactness, achievability, and integration make this system competitive and provide a novel approach to near-field applications, including data storage, optical measurement, and lithography.
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